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1. PLAAK’s Vision
“A decentralized exchange connected to an all-encompassing ecosystem.”

 PLAAK is an innova?ve ecosystem that uses the best of blockchain technology to empower 

people in different aspects of their lives. PLAAK achieve this through a number of products:

Debit Card3
PLAAK offers a physical and a virtual debit card for easy withdrawal of cash at any 

point in ?me.

Different applica;ons2
The PLAAK freelance app combines consumer trades and services with the 

cryptocurrency world, seamlessly linked to the cryptocurrency/fiat exchange and 

private wallet. We are also developing a managed investment fund app, health 

insurance app and payroll app which will be added to the plaLorm. The 

investment fund will help users grow their assets. The health insurance app will 

provide world class health services at the finger?ps of users, as well as keeping 

their medical history in a digital vault. The payroll app facilitates an easy-to-use 

payroll for businesses to implement, that also enables cryptocurrency payments. 

Decentralised exchange1
Decentralised exchange - we are launching a decentralized exchange to connect 

to our growing digital community
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 We are essen.ally expanding on the Ethereum real-world applica.on infrastructure, offering a 

microcosm of different solu.ons to every-day problems in one place.

The visionary focus of the team, con.nues to be steadfast in maintaining the most trusted, 

integrated, simple and secure ecosystem that makes digital assets less abstract in their 

poten.al for every-day use.

Network of Apps
PLAAK

Freelance
01

Payroll
02

Health

03

Exchange
04

Investment
05
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2. Issues faced by cryptocurrency investors

With the ever increasing a4en5on drawn towards cryptocurrency poten5al, there has been an 

inevitable rise in the demand to par5cipate in the poten5ally trillion dollar token-enabled 

digital asset economy.¹ For those who are new to the cryptocurrency market, there are two 

main ques5ons they ask almost immediately;

1. Where can I safely buy cryptocurrencies?

2. Where can I safely keep cryptocurrencies?

¹ As of 2017
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Exchanges o2en have a variety of fees, usually associated with buy/sell and 

transfer transac@ons. For some exchanges these fees can poten@ally be greater 

than 3% for each transac@on. Unbeknownst to users, exchanges can also 

manipulate buy and sell prices which can be construed as a fee as well. Paired with 

the transac@on fees of some cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin, users can be le2 

with substan@al amounts of their cryptocurrency going towards paying the fees, 

rather than remaining in the user's hands.

High fees2

The exchange is centralised1
Most current cryptocurrency exchanges are centralised, which is problema@c by 

nature. Centralised exchanges rely on entrus@ng traded funds/assets to a third 

party. This means that during transac@ons the control of an asset is taken out of a 

user's hands in a type of IOU exchange, the third party ac@ng as the middleman 

during the transfer. 

This type of transac@on leaves the user at the risk of fraud by exchange operators, 

or leaving them vulnerable to having their assets stolen by hackers. Centralised 

exchanges can also be held at the mercy of volume surges, with the third party 

o2en struggling to cope with fulfilling sudden walls of buy and sell orders.

2.1 Where can I safely buy cryptocurrencies?

When looking at which exchange to buy cryptocurrencies, it is o2en daun@ng for a person to 

be confronted by a myriad of pros and cons. The top 5 problema@c factors of exchanges are as 

follows:
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Depending on the blockchain that an exchange is built on, transac<ons can take 

hours. Taking such long periods of <me seems counterintui<ve when dealing with 

cryptocurrencies, where much of the appeal is the fast speeds at which 

transac<ons can be completed.

Long transac+on +mes5

Other than security risks associated with using centralised exchanges (see 

previous), aGemp<ng to increase profit margins can mean exchanges do the bare 

minimum to ensure the security of their users. Whilst this may seem counter-

intui<ve, these exchanges rely on their monopoly of the young market to get away 

with any security breaches that may occur as a result of poor security.

Poor security4

For people first entering the cryptocurrency market, the idea that some exchanges 

only deal with coin to coin transac<ons can be off-puMng. Those star<ng out 

without coins can become confused with the process of using coin only exchanges 

whereby they must purchase at other exchanges and then transfer them, in an 

effort to even start using a solely coin-based exchange.

There are fewer fiat based exchanges than coin to coin, with some countries 

having less than three fiat-enabling exchanges. Due to the current prevalence of 

fiat currency, people tend to want to buy their cryptocurrency coins (at least 

ini<ally) with the fiat money they have.

No fiat capability3
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2.1.1 Solu)on
The PLAAK app simplifies the process of searching for an exchange by providing one that >cks 

all the boxes. PLAAK will provide the best possible exchange not just for buy and sell 

transac>ons, but with the possibility of using it for real world purchases in conjunc>on with our 

freelance app, wallet, as well as the future managed fund and health insurance app.

2.1.1.1 Centralised vs decentralised

PLAAK is a decentralised ecosystem, puEng the user in complete control of their assets. Using 

smart contracts, the soGware codes transac>on informa>on and stores it on the blockchain. 

Fast
Transac)ons

Security

Fiat
Payments

Low feesDecentralized
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2.1.1.2 High Fees

PLAAK aims to be compe22ve with other exchanges, es2ma2ng to charge only 0.25% for both 

buy and sell transac2ons. Buy and sell prices will also be based closely on those set by crypto 

compare, so that we are completely transparent about any and all fees.

2.1.1.3 Fiat capability

Part of bridging the gap between digital and physical assets is allowing fiat capabili2es. PLAAK 

will enable users at launch to purchase their tokens through direct transfer, easing first 2me 

buyers seamlessly into the digital asset community.

2.1.1.4 Security

PLAAK has gone above and beyond their due diligence to keep their users' assets and 

informa2on on the plaHorm as safe as possible. PLAAK has the highest KYC (Know Your Client) 

level, ensuring that PLAAK filters out possible criminal users that may harm the integrity of the 

community plaHorm. PLAAK is also backed by a wild card SSL cer2ficate which secures the 

connec2on between the user's browser and PLAAK. PLAAK also incorporates AWS Amazon 

Cloud Servers which secures the en2re plaHorm, increasing the reliability of the security of 

PLAAK as a whole.  Cloud security is considered more protec2ve for data storage than on-

premises security, which is why PLAAK has had no hesita2on over implemen2ng it. With

AWS domina2ng a whopping 34% of all cloud², PLAAK looked to use cloud security with a 

reputable name. There is also the ability to ac2vate 2 factor authorisa2on (2FA) security. 

The transac2ons are thus governed by the user, keeping them in control of their assets. 

Decentralised exchanges also maintain anonymity, so that the disclosure of personal details are 

kept to a minimum. Since there is no reliance on a third party, the PLAAK exchange is also not 

vulnerable to issues due to volume surges.

² As of 2017
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2FA requires a unique set of numbers generated on an app every minute to be input at each 

login. This means that only the user with the authorised 2FA numbers can have access to the 

account.

PLAAK is also in discussions with industry leaders about the implementaBon of biometric 

security. PLAAK will be using this cuCng edge security as yet another way to ensure the safety 

of a user’s assets and privacy. What this would mean is that upon registering the user's 

fingerprint and facial informaBon, any part of the ecosystem can be accessed or used simply by 

scanning their face or finger instead of the typical login password and 2FA. The biometric 

system will facilitate a far simpler and more secure way to login and confirm transacBons.

PLAAK is about building a community and fostering that community in a safe ecosystem, 

implemenBng addiBonal security to meet the highest standard of internaBonal regulaBons, and 

to ensure the utmost safety for users. PLAAK will also have a 24-hour support team running on 

launch, where there will be help at any Bme for users who may have any quesBons or qualms 

about anything within the community that they need help with.

2.1.1.5 Transac,on ,mes

Using the Ethereum blockchain, the PLAAK exchange will run 

roughly 25 transacBons per second at launch. The PLAAK team is 

looking at improving this even further in the future by integraBng 

Raiden into the network with potenBal speed capabiliBes of up 

to 100,000 transacBons per second. PLAAK will have one of the 

fastest exchanges, payment and wallet transfer speeds in the 

world once we integrate these technologies together
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PLAAK Exchange
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Exchange Features
PLAAK

At launch the PLAAK exchange will also include all of the following exci:ng features:

Limit Orders
Allows the ability to buy or sell at a specified price set, executed when the price is reached.

Order book display

Mul4ple currencies

Trade history

Support Chat

Volume charts

Provides a list of placed orders for cryptocurrencies on the PLAAK exchange.

Enables the exchange on both mobile and web versions to be viewed in any coin or fiat 
currency available on the PLAAK exchange.

hows all transac:ons made by the user.

PLAAK provides 24 hour website support.

RSI charts will show the comparison of the magnitude of gains and losses over a period 
of :me, to help understand the change of price movements and price strength.

MACD charts act as trend indicators, which can help func:on as prompts for investors to 
consider whether they should buy or sell.

Charts such as these will help provide technical informa:on regarding market strength, 
price movements and volume.
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2.2 Where can I safely keep cryptocurrencies?

Keeping any valuable asset safe is always a concern for an investor and owner. Due to 

cryptocurrencies' digital form, people o@en find the idea of digital security inCmidaCng, faced 

with numerous cyber issues that could leave their coins vulnerable. To perpetuate the vision of 

PLAAK's all-in-one ecosystem, we provide a safe and secure online wallet that works 

completely in conjuncCon with all other PLAAK plaHorms. Like all aspects of the PLAAK 

ecosystem, users can access the wallet at any Cme from any place around the world. This 

means that the transfer from exchange to wallet and vice versa is simple and fast, and that 

users can make purchases from their wallet across the PLAAK ecosystem.

The advantage of having a private wallet is the enhanced security and flexibility it provides.

Security1
The user upon creaCng their wallet is issued with their own personal private key. 

This key is a unique and sophisCcated type of code that gives the user access to 

their cryptocurrency. The key is generated solely for the user, and PLAAK will have 

no control or access to recover private keys prior to login. Private keys will only be 

able to be regenerated if the user requests to change their private key under 

seLngs once they log in. Whilst PLAAK will maintain the best level of security on 

the exchange, the wallet adds another Cer of security that users can choose to 

implement at their leisure.

The wallet itself will also have KYC, maintaining the integrity of security across 

PLAAK plaHorms. The wallet will be online, as we are running a live exchange. 

PLAAK is PLAAK is however looking at offline chain payments incorporaCng 

Raiden Technology, which will make transfer speeds 100,000 Cmes faster. 

PLAAK has built an advanced engine that rivals all exisCng companies, with the 

wallet having the best key features of its nearest compeCtors.
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One of the biggest advantages of the PLAAK wallet is the flexibility of owned 

digital assets. Not only can users access these assets at any@me from anywhere, 

but can use their assets to make different online and physical purchases. The 

spread of cryptocurrency acceptance has enabled more and more physical goods 

to be purchased with coins. The PLAAK wallet facilitates users to partake and 

make payments through accepted checkout gateways such as the one found at 

the PLAAK merchandise store. Using NFC or "tap" payments with their phone, 

users can make physical purchases at accepted retailers. PLAAK will also introduce 

a debit card, which will link the wallet into a form more familiar to every day users, 

enabling the payment for goods and services, just as they would with any debit 

card.

Flexibility2

3. How it Works
Users must first download the PLAAK exchange app, compa@ble with their pc/ android/

windows or ios device. If a user has already registered with the PLAAK freelance app, the login 

details will be the same, and the apps will link so that currencies can be transferred between 

them. If a user has not created a login then they can do so following the easy step by step 

prompts provided. Once verified through the KYC system, a user is then able to begin trading.

Users will be able to buy coins in one of two ways. If they own coins already, they can send the 

coins to their PLAAK wallet and then do trading on the exchange using these coins. If the user 

is looking to purchase coins either for the first @me or with fiat, then by direct transfer they can 

make cryptocurrency purchases. 
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Once purchases are made, if the user wishes to remove their coins from the 
exchange to the PLAAK wallet, they would do so by transferring the coins 
directly into the wallet using the private key issued to them.
The private wallet is inbuilt into the exchange app so no other download is 
required. The wallet will also have a bridge to the freelance app and web version. 
When purchases are made on the freelance app, or in any other area of the 
PLAAK ecosystem, the coins can be moved directly from the private wallet at the 
leisure of the user.

4. Final Words
The PLAAK team is very excited, not only for the ecosystem we have created, but 
the possibiliEes of what is sEll to come. StarEng with our service app, and now 
with the release of the PLAAK wallet and exchange, we are striving to beGer our 
community and solve more real world problems with the power of blockchain 
technology. Coming soon will be our managed investment fund and health 
insurance app. These projects will open more avenues for people to invest in 
cryptocurrencies and to have faster and beGer access to medical resources. The 
PLAAK debit card will also make digital assets less abstract, enabling anyone to 
make use of their digital assets with offline, not just online payments. PLAAK is 
looking at solving problems and reshaping the way that people view the world. 
We are empowering users to reimagine their world and its potenEal, so that our 
world becomes your world.
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PLAAK EXCHANGE UI V1

Referral Side Menu Select Card

Ac2vity Exchange- Trading Markets
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5. TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

5.1 OFFERING SIZE

If the main ICO does not pass the minimum specified, all remaining pre-ICO funds are 

returned to the investors minus markeJng and administraJon expenses to be capped at 

20%.

The number of PLAAK coins (PLK) is limited to 100,000,000, only 20,000,000 will be 

available for this iniJal ICO and no further coins can be created due to the strict laws of 

smart- contracts.

12% of the Pre-ICO funds will go into markeJng the main ICO, We are planning mulJple 

approaches of digital markeJng such as banner ads, press releases, signature campaigns 

and social media.

ETH Minimum goal 500,000 PLK. If minimum is not met refunds will be issued via 

the smart-contract.

850 PLK per 1 ETH for the enJre pre-ICO period.

10,000,000 PLK Tokens up for Pre-ICO.

15%
Referral Bonus
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5.2 PRICING
Pre-ICO -
1 ETH = 850 PLK Tokens

En7re Main-ICO Period-

Extended ICO Period :ll 20/5/2018 [ 1 PLK = $1.4174 USD ]

Week 6 [ 1 PLK = $1.4174 USD ]Week 5 [ 1 PLK = $1.3395 USD ]

Week 4 [ 1 PLK = $1.2616 USD ]Week 3 [ 1 PLK = $1.1837 USD ]

Week 2 [ 1 PLK = $1.1058 USD ]Week 1 [ 1 PLK = $1.0279 USD ]

NOTE: Our main ICO will have an ongoing bonus structure for the en:re crowd sale period. 
This will involve Pre-ICO and Post ICO launch sales. Minimum purchase amount is 30 PLK 
tokens.

5.3 TOKEN FUNDS DISTRIBUTION

5% will go into technology improvements such as upgrading servers, purchasing EV 

SSL cer:ficates and much more.

3% of funds will then go towards legal fees to make sure PLAAK is compliant in all 

countries.

70% of all funds raised will go directly into development and expanding the team 

behind PLAAK.

All funds raised will go straight into furthering the development and security of PLAAK.
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5.4 TOTAL TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

All unsold coins will be stored with the PLAAK Group in a cold Vault for future 

release.

78% of all coins are available for purchase during the ICO. A maximum of 12% of the 

total supply of coins will be given to promote the product via mulRple forms of digital 

markeRng and development. 10% of the coins we be distributed to the development 

team as part of a bonus structure on compleRon of each project.

Token Sale

78%MarkeRng

12%

Development team bonus

10%

TOKEN
DISTRIBUTION

Another 12% will go towards markeRng PLAAK to gain awareness about the

plaVorm and gaining more users.

The last 10% will be held by PLAAK secure private wallet on conRngency plans

on future improvements to the business.
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6. PLAAK Timelines

Q1 2018 PLAAK Starts Freelance Java / Nodejs Update

Q1 2018 PLAAK Online Web Shop

Mar 01 
2018 PLAAK official launch

Jan 15 
2018 PLAAK pre-sale launch

Dec 1 
2017 PLAAK pre-sale registraDon

Q3 2017 PLAAK Development

Q3 2016 Backend Development

Q3 2016 Research and analysis

PLAAK MarkeDng WebsiteQ2 2016
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Q3 2018 PLAAK Healthcare Developement Presenta6on

Q2 2018 PLAAK Freelance Update

Q2 2018 PLAAK Payroll / Project Management System MVP

Q2 2018 PLAAK Managed Investment Financial Presenta6on

Q3 2018 PLAAK Managed Investment Fund MVP

Q3 2018 PLAAK Starts Healthcare Developement

Q2 2018 PLAAK Exchange MVP

Q1 2018 PLAAK Starts Managed Investment Fund Development

Q1 2018 PLAAK Starts Exchange / Wallet Development

Q1 2018 PLAAK Starts Payroll/PMS Development
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Q4 2018 PLAAK Start Development Accoun6ng So8ware

Q4 2018 PLAAK Presenta6on Accoun6ng So8ware

Q4 2018 PLAAK Anonymous Crypto Partnership

Q4 2018 PLAAK EMarket Presenta6on

Q4 2018 PLAAK Debit Card Presenta6on

Q4 2018 PLAAK Intergra6on Payment System Across the Ecosystem

Q4 2018 PLAAK Off-Chain Payment Presenta6on

Q3 2018 PLAAK Starts Child Sponsorship Game Development

Q3 2018 PLAAK Starts Development System For ICO Payments

Q3 2018 PLAAK Healthcare Developement Presenta6on
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